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Mandarin Oriental Palace, Luzern and SPA Bellefontaine are pleased to welcome you in the exclusive
setting dedicated to your beauty with bespoke treatments.
With a passion for excellence and innovation, honoring the uniqueness of each client combining
the tailored rituals, Bellefontaine offers an exceptional Bespoke Haute Rejuventaion experience
for the SPA world. Bellefontaine products combine the most advanced bio-technological science
and precious natural active ingredients, which in synergy with innovative protocols and elaborated
massage techniques offer optimal and efficient results.
In order to stimulate the skin’s defense system and block the release of free radicals, Bellefontaine
Switzerland had created a unique and powerful complex, EDELGEN.
Composed of the Edelweiss flower extract, EDELGEN ensures an intense antioxidant action, boosts
collagen and elastin production, strengthens the skin’s barrier, and delays the aging process.
Because you are unique, we are at your disposal to determine your needs and expectations and to
recommend the best in order to discover an exceptional and rejuvenating treatment experience.

Face Care, Neck & “Décolleté”
BESPOKE 360° DISCOVERY TREATMENT

60 min.

90 min.

280.- CHF

350.- CHF

After a careful analysis of your skin, your beauty therapist selects the Bellefontaine targeted products tailored to
your needs and expectations in order to obtain an optimal bespoke result: the skin is rebalanced for an immediate
and long-lasting result. Your skin is glowing with freshness and health.

90 min.

ANTI-AGING CELLULAR TREATMENT “CELLSTEMINE”
WITH PRECIOUS EDELWEISS STEM CELLS

360.- CHF

Besides the amazing anti-aging performance, this treatment releases muscle tension, thanks to, energising,
detoxifying and stimulating massage techniques: the face, neck and décolleté are reshaped for an optimised
rejuvenating effect. Skin is left looking plumped and smoothed, facial contours are reshaped and the skin texture
is refined.
90 min.

LUXURIOUS CAVIAR TREATMENT “TIME DEFYER”

420.- CHF

This deluxe treatment with an exclusive encapsulation of three Caviars extracts, enriched with its precious oil,
is a high-tech treatment that prevents and treats the visible signs of aging, thanks to our new synergy of ultratargeted anti-aging components and massages. The skin is left comforted, radiant, visibly smoother and firmer,
while fine lines and wrinkles are diminished.
45 min.

BELLEFONTAINE INSTANT GLOW FACIAL

210.- CHF

This essential skin-boost facial treatment has been designed to deliver a fresh and even complexion in less than one
hour. This fast, but efficient facial, includes gentle cleansing and exfoliation, rejuvenating massage focused on tired
and dull area of the face. The complexion appears more luminous and radiant.

OXYTHERAPY TREATMENT BY BELLEFONTAINE

60 min.

90 min.

260.- CHF

330.- CHF

This natural technique, based on the oxygen combined with the efficient Bellefontaine serums enriched with
vitamins, hyaluronic acid and nutriments, allows deep optimal penetration of the active ingredients, while
fighting against aging process. Skin is instantly hydrated, plumped and brightened. Skin looks visibly firmed,
while the appearance of lines are diminished.

SIGNATURE TREATMENT “LUZERN PALACE”

60 min.

90 min.

250.- CHF

320.- CHF

An overall treatment for a global experience. After a massage of the legs (and/or the back) to release tensions,
your beauty therapist restores energy and vitality to your face. This treatment is particularly recommended after
a trip, or a blow of fatigue. The facial features are relaxed and the body is wrapped in a feeling of lightness.

THE MADE-TO-MEASURE TIMELESS TREATMENT BESPOKE ANTI-AGING
This 3.0 treatment invites you to the ultimate bespoke experience of personalized 360-degrees anti-aging facial:
After an in-depth analysis of your skin with the latest technology equipment, your therapist will create a tailor-made
protocol with bespoke massage techniques (lifting, plumping, detoxifying, smoothing), innovative products and avantgarde treatment machines inspired by aesthetic medicine such as Cold plasma (gentle and non-invasive) and the
oxygen dome. The rejuvenation synergy will accelerate the microcirculation and increase cellular respiration, in order
to promote collagen synthesis and skin regeneration.
The skin is transformed, regenerated and smoothed, for a visibly younger appearance.
120 min.
700.- CHF

Treatment could be prolonged upon the personalised advice of the therapist and the desire of the client:
extra 15 min = 50.- CHF

Body Massages
Targeted body massaged is adapted and personalized according to are needs and expectations.
60 min.

90 min.

120 min.

ANTI JET LAG MASSAGE (TO DEEPLY DRAIN)

220.- CHF

280.- CHF

340.- CHF

RELAXING MASSAGE (TO DESTRESS)

220.- CHF

280.- CHF

340.- CHF

ENERGIZING MASSAGE (TO TONIFY)

240.- CHF

300.- CHF

360.- CHF

ANTI-AGING MASSAGE (SMOOTHING, FIRMING)

240.- CHF

300.- CHF

360.- CHF

DEEP TISSUE MASSAGE

260.- CHF

320.- CHF

BELLEFONTAINE BODY EXPERIENCE

120 min.

Relaxing massage accompanied with a full-body exfoliation
and a targeted body wrap.

480.- CHF

EXFOLIATION

220.- CHF

BODY WRAP

30 min.

		

100.- CHF

For external guests: Enjoy 45 minutes of complimentary access to the sauna and steam bath zone before the
treatment, which may be extended for an additional 50 CHF (both upon availability).

Special Treatments for Men
VITALITY FACE TREATMENT

60 min.

90 min.

260.- CHF

330.- CHF

A tonifying booster for tired and dehydrated skin. Includes deep cleansing that eliminates impurities for smooth
and healthy-looking skin.

SIGNATURE TREATMENT “FOR MEN” (FACE AND BACK)

60 min.

90 min.

250.- CHF

320.- CHF

The facial will leave your skin radiant and fresh, while releasing tensions of neck and shoulders.

Bellefontaine Treatment add-ons
30 min.

COLLAGEN FACE MASK

100.- CHF

COLLAGEN MASK FOR EYES

60.- CHF

COLLAGEN PEARL

60.- CHF

PEELING

100.- CHF

20 min.

20 min.

Bellefontaine’s peeling with 30% acids (AHA and BHA) offers the skin a deep exfoliation to reduce the
appearance of imperfections and boost its radiance.
30 min.

COLD PLASMA

100.- CHF

This new innovative technology will generate cold plasma directly on the skin with ambient air using a Dielectric
Barrier Discharge(DBD). Used successfully to accelerate wound healing and recommended for the following
skincare conditions:
• Acne: eliminates bacteria and germs, improves skin permeability to better absorb active ingredients
• Tenderness, redness, rosacea: calms and stops inflammation, activates microcirculation
• Anti-Aging: increases oxygen saturation, activates microcirculation, improves cell regeneration and cell
migration, promotes collagen synthesis.

RESERVATIONS
PRESS THE SUITE DE BEAUTÉ BUTTON ON YOUR IN-ROOM PHONE OR
CALL US DIRECTLY AT +41 41 588 2050

BOOKING POLICY
PLEASE ALLOW 24 HOURS NOTICE
OF CANCELLATION TO AVOID CHARGES.
24 HOURS WILL INCUR 50% CHARGE. CANCELLATION WITHIN 12 HOURS
WILL INCUR 100% CHARGE.
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